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In Ohmura Bay, several kinds of environmental problems, such as eutrophication, depletion of dissolved oxygen 
at sea bottom, and so on, are occurred recently. It is necessary to make clear the mechanism on water quality changes 
from the interdisciplinary viewpoints for recovering the water environment of this bay. In this study, a water quality 
simulation model is developed focusing on the consumption of dissolved oxygen by organic materials in sediments 
(Sediment Oxygen Demand :SOD). To ensure applicability of this model to Ohmura Bay, tidal current simulation is 
firstly carried out. Next, water quality changes, especially dissolved oxygen, are simulated. This developed model 
predicts the spatial distribution of tidal current and dissolved oxygen to some degree. On the other hand, it is necessary 
to model the water quality changes due to the chemical and biological reactions under thermal stratification for 
adequate simulation, in future. 
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の 4/3 乗則によって以下のとおりに評価している 6)． 
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Vkk aa ⋅=  (10) 
ここに，ka0：水温 20℃，1 気圧における再曝気の速度，


















































て，佐世保湾の M2 分潮に相当する振幅 0.8ｍ，周期 12




































































































































































































Fig.6  下げ潮最大時の流速ベクトル 


































   
(a)表層(T.P.-2m 以上)                 (b)第２層(T.P.-2m～-12m) 



















Fig.10 各層ごとにおける DO の鉛直分布値 
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